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 be the primary principle in the design of high-rise buildings? This implies investigations on the concept of 

public space as well as the typical features of the context in which the high-rise tower is located. The siting 

of the building will become the starting point of dynamic relationship that moves from the street level 

to the whole interior-public spaces of high-rise buildings. An insight into issues such as individuality and 

community is necessary in order to develop a critical perspective on architecture, insofar as it contributes to 

exploring conventions of high-rise design.

This design studio was developed in the framework of the Covenant between the Municipality of Eindhoven 

and Eindhoven University of Technology (www.eplus.nl). The outcome of this studio, which can be qualified 

as ‘Research by Design’, will contribute to the high-rise building policy of the municipality. 

The sites for the design studies are located among the existing skyscrapers of Eindhoven, which dot the 

townscape like thin needles. The first site is the ‘Nimbus’ area, located on the outskirts of the city, in a 

transition zone between city centre and airport. Currently, the site is a farmland and limited on two sides 

by a highway and a main local road between Eindhoven and Veldhoven. Areas to the north and south 

are temporarily ‘sleeper’ agricultural fields with high growth potentials for residential and commercial 

development. 

The second site is the Beursgebouw area, the trade fair and congress building of Eindhoven, originally built 

as a temporary structure, located in the city centre of Eindhoven. The site has an extremely strategic position 

into the city’s urban fabric: it is opposite to the central train station, between Woensel and the commercial 

center of Eindhoven and next to the TU/e.  Nevertheless the Beursgebouw area is a very isolated place, which 

had been cut off by infrastructures from its active surroundings; it is accessible only by tunnels and occupied 

by an anonymous box.

For both sites, the Municipality of Eindhoven has already proposed new urban plans which clearly take into 

consideration local demands and the city’s architectural ambitions. However, returning to the central theme 

of the study, the appeal of Nimbus and Beursgebouw areas lay in their potential as representative sites for 

cultivating the city’s image. The most important question, though, is how to insert high-rise buildings in 

these sites and put them in such a manner to cause ‘dynamic outbreaks’ in the city and its landscape.

In this study, the students, all foreign visiting students, demonstrated the spirit of teamwork, and each 

design group included at least two different nationalities. Cultural and language differences provided an 

excellent source that transcended national borders, rather than hampering, for the design approach and 

consideration of the subject matter.

I would particularly like to thank Sang Lee for his zealous, precious and patient criticism as the ‘skyscraper 

expert’ to the studio. Many thanks also go to Cees Donkers, the city’s urban planner and an active member 

of the E+ exchange, the covenant between the Municipality of Eindhoven and Eindhoven University of 

Technology, who has provide the valuable insight into urban policy making process during the design 

exercise. Dr. Kees Doevendans of the Department of Urban Planning at the university spearheaded the 

planning and execution of the design study program and without his patience and attention to the program, 

this would not have been possible in the first place.

Many congratulations are due especially to all the students for the interest and enthusiasm toward their 

host city, where they have made their residence and study for one year above all the difficulties of being 

away from home. Their dedication for design, discovery and learning has made this publication all the more 

worthwhile.
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introduction

This collection of projects summarizes collaborative design investigations conducted by fifty Erasmus 

exchange students, as a part of their academic program at Eindhoven University of Technology, to 

investigate strategies for public spaces and offer ideas in the design of high-rises. The towers built over 

the centuries are an eloquent testimony to the architects’ aspirations toward structures reaching the 

sky. Thanks to the new technological advancements, architects now have better means to realize such 

dreams. Such ambition might find its roots in the desire to create symbols of power, to challenge the 

gravity force, or to make a rational and economically profitable use of the land. 

A central question remains, however: How can they be proposed harmoniously and consistently with the 

site?  How can collective spaces function in a tall building? How can these spaces respond to the external 

stimuli of the site? Many projects show that as soon as a repetitive and flexible modularity takes over, 

the organization of a skyscraper become bland or, even worse, chaotic. In particular, the whole sequence 

of public and collective spaces becomes fragmented. The lobbies of the high-rises become ‘introverted’ 

spaces; they are controlled areas reserved to a more select habitants in search of isolation from the 

confusion of the city.  The ground floor often becomes parking and entrance to the building is directly 

from secure parking areas, without any direct engagement with the street. On each floor, the hierarchy 

of closed and open spaces similarly disappears in favor of programming of floor use. Spaces for social 

contacts are reduced to a minimum and the flow of people is a monotonous movement. Is this type of 

architectural arrangements open to change? In other words, how can the distribution of public spaces
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2. restoring the urban network    
by tiago costa-freire, laurentiu coceanga, jerome lécomte

Starting point of the design was the fragmentation of the urban 

structure around the project’s site. The proposal asked for ‘re-

modelling’ the area of the train station and of the tunnels leading to 

the site: public spaces are conceived as pumping arteries that restore 

the urban network. Hart of the network is not a high-rise building 

but an articulation of volumes creating a ‘critical mass’. It functions 

as pumping machine for the arteries and the programs within its skin 

are thought in order to activate a chain of urban reactions. 

3. sliding 

by dioni kalogeropoulos, vittoria volpi, joaquin vila-belda

The research for an intermediate architectural scale, between the 

small one of the existing urban tissue and the big one of the high-

rise, was the guiding goal of the design. The proposal introduces 

small glass pavilions, as they were diamonds thrown on a trey, that 

are dispersed on the project site and function as transitory masses 

to the skyscraper. Despite their apparent random order, these 

diamonds are shaped and arranged so as to direct the flow of people 

to the high-rise while they are passing through the site and moving 

from or to the city centre. These pavilions contain car-parking floors, 

exhibition rooms, small commercial areas,… daily activities on a 

public square. One of these diamonds, in larger size, is set into the 

slender shape of the high-rise and contains a winter garden around 

which cultural programs take place. From the square the glass mass 

looks like it is sliding down and its evening light emphasise this 

visual effect. Inside the building, the program is piled up following an 

increasing level of privacy (cultural programs, office spaces, housing) 

and it is arranged around a wave-like void.  
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1. flow_motion              
by carlos seco, diego cane, irji palecek, marc wimmers 

The flow of movements and activities is the design gist of the project. 

Flows are interpreted as parallel bands that fold and unfold in both 

vertical and horizontal direction. The ground floor of the high-rise 

is the conveying point of the movement from the street level: here 

mayor ‘event spaces’ have place: theatres, auditorium, congress 

centre, exhibition areas, school. As soon as these bands grow 

vertically, they fold and construct the various levels of the high-rise 

building which shape becomes slender and hosts additional program 

such us housing for students, parking, commercial zones. The street 

passages around the site are improved so as to led the stream 

of people from the ground level up through the building which 

structure resumes the characteristic of an urban (but vertical) street 

open to a reach field of events. 
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6. bending urban layers 

by javier muñoz galán, frederic lourtie, eugenia briganti

The project for a 10-250 meters-highrising in Eindhoven works on 

different layers of concepts. Each high-rise starts from the under-

ground level creating an underground-tube network. At the ground 

level is free of the usually reserved spaces for shops and public 

facilities, which are pushed up into the vertical structures. The thin 

and slender high-rises meet each other at different heights for a 

reciprocal static support while also creating particular levels of 

privacy and openings to the public. The plan is a 20 x 20 meters size 

with round core elevators. 

The whole structure is bend and waved in order to reach a large 

variety of plans. New materials offered by advanced technology are 

used for both structure and vertical connections. 

Project aims to research on alternative way stacking activities within 

the city, to overcome to the rail tracks barrier, to highly increase 

urban density while creating cultural points. 

In particular the concentration of high-rise near the bus station and 

on the Beursgebouw convention centre create already a system 

that could be proposed as the beginning of a new axis for future 

development

7. splitting the big scale 
by acer giménez ortega, martin junek, zsusanna paradi

The design proposal, located on the Nimbus area, introduces a new 

city-gate for Eindhoven in the form of a ‘transferium’ that is lean to 

the highway. This building is meant to receive the flow of commuters 

from the city centre to the outskirts and the north-south cars move. 

In order to save as much as possible the agricultural land on which 

the high-rise seats and overlook to, the design proposes a compact 

and tall building that function also as landmark for the travellers.

The existing property lines of the agricultural fields are extended 

to the design site and they dictate the composition and the sizes 

of the architectural masses. A series of interconnected envelopes, 

containing car parks, hotels, leisure and cultural activities, split the 

large scale of the city and create an intermediate one that relates 

to the small scale of the agricultural and suburban areas. The land 

occupied by the high-rise building, ‘stolen’ to the agricultural fields, 

is paid back in the form of agri-tourism activities. The open fields 

and the existing farms that face the transferium, become thematic/

educational areas with intensified farmer houses of various programs. 

These functions will stimulate a flow of movements from the high-

rise to the agricultural land and vice-versa.       

4. tradition & technology   

by raluca firicel

Starting point of the design is the distinction of characters between 

the city centre and outer areas. The high-rise building, located in the 

in-between zone, interprets these dual qualities.  

Introducing two faces ‘skin’, which relate to the two types of space, 

the design aims to connect both urban areas while introducing other 

new programs.

The inner city is interpreted through two thin and slender towers-

skin, containing activities with the characteristics of the traditional 

inner city (closure, intimacy, privacy, static), that define a protect 

inner court. The outer city is a thick skin that shifts and twists in 

relation to the inner skin. Technologically it uses contemporary 

materials and programs hosted into it respond to contemporary 

needs, which are based on flexibility and temporary. Activities are 

set into the skin with large openness in between each other to allow 

a filtered view of the inner mass to the outside city.

Channels of communication, in the form of exhibition areas, bridges, 

meeting rooms, link the faces between outer and inner skin.

In this design scheme, the amount of surface available for programs 

is almost doubled and functionally the gap in between the two skins 

allows well-lighted spaces.
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5. para_site  

by eva geisser, kristina gröbacher, tina schneider, 

thomas wortmann

The design strategy aims to transform the introvert aspects of the site 

into a denser, complex and connecting urban tissue. The intervention 

concentrates on connecting and intersecting different flows of the 

network that is in the city through the use of ribbons, physical 

representations of the city fabric, which roll, intersect and knot. This 

allows creating a very visible structure, closed to the main street 

and railway lines, but very open to the train station square. Each 

ribbon connects strategic parts of the city while accommodating and 

wrapping new programs. These factors determine the starting point 

of the site-specific design: ribbons ‘receive’ first and then ‘spread’ like 

a parasite.    

ribbon 1. It leads to the University Campus. Contains spaces for the 

arts and other representative of the University. The ribbon frames a 

large window looking onto the train station.

ribbon 2. Into it conveys cars and pedestrians. Ribbon gives shape to 

the underground parking that extends into a pedestrian bridge and 

ending at the station square.

ribbon 3. It wraps a concert hall and an underground theatre that 

together with the events on the open-air square forms a cultural hub 

in the city.

ribbon 4. It is the longest and it has diverse programs. In the tower 

several forms of living are possible, from the very short term to the 

permanent one.
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10. interactive pivot         
by jovana glabasnia, leslie navyen, monica persiani

The high-rise is considered the focal point of the site able to generate 

and convey into it a multitude of activities. Conceptually, the pivot 

is understood in the form of two prisms around which a ramp-

platform rotates and intersects the volumes. These solids, that 

anchor programmatically and physically the high-rise to the site, 

are shaped so as to create inner streets, which ‘suck’ the streams of 

people moving around the site, into its centre. Here starts the ramp 

which spiralling up (outside or through the building) ends to an 

elevated square surrounded by public programs (schools,…); pivots 

then acquire independent shape and height: one is lower, the other 

taller and, as a thin needle, it punctures the sky; both are facetted to 

reduce shadows on the surrounding areas.    

  

11. fragmented city     
by ludmilla lurel, matias nieto tolosa, sandra münter

The deviation of the linearity of the city-axis, which runs through 

the site of the Beursgebouw and proposed by this project, is an 

opportunity to experiment on the displacement of intimate-old 

inner city spaces into a new area.

Six urban blocks, five-storey high and irregular in forms, sizes and 

materials, create a network of streets as in an historical urban tissue: 

not a main axis but surprises for the continuous discover of small 

open spaces, unusual visual perspectives. These blocks, like the 

Dutch hoven, enclose different secret gardens (elements of identity) 

to be discovered and to which the activities in the block overlook.  A 

large plateau punctured by wide openings for the sunlight, shelter 

both blocks and street while marking the plinth of the high-rise. 

Above it, the building grows taller in three volumes. They differ in 

height and shape so as to respond the local surroundings and also to 

emphasise visual lines to other city landmarks.
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8. linking topography  

by anna randone, daniela arnaut, gonzalo cantos mateos

The site location has the potential of creating a new centrality at the 

borderline of Eindhoven. 

Inserting a dense program between the metropolitan scale of the city 

and the sleeping areas at its edge, the design proposes an operative 

landscape able to create a multiplicity of events for a real public 

domain.

This artificial landscape is created through several ‘spines’ that have 

different directions and program: they hold an articulated planes-

topography that is punctured by nine high-rise buildings. These 

are strategic nodes and attractive points that differ in function 

and architectural language (image). The planes, to which the high-

rise overlook to are the public domains of these buildings: they are 

opened to the landscape or compressed by the towers and their 

design contribute to define identities to the various users.  The high-

rise design is the application of the topography logic. It emerges as 

singular point but originates from the general strategy. The plane of 

the topography stands vertically and creates one façade of the high-

rise; the spine becomes a perforated vertical mass that hosts several 

kinds of programs. The two parts compress the service area. 

9. high rising garden     
by isabel c. mesquita dos santos, javier cisneros  ayucar, vani 

vaitheeswaran

The multiple (and uneasy) entrances to the Beursgebouw site and 

the lack of open public spaces in the city centre are the stating point 

of the design. A ‘stripped garden’ is proposed as public arrival to the 

high-rise. The orientation of the bands, in different sizes, is north-

south in order to convey the main flow of people from the city centre 

to the outside: they are paving, water, gardens of various nature but 

also small buildings (with daily activities). These are placed in the 

differences in levels of the site and are meant to be scale-mediators 

between the high-rise and the urban structure. The building is 

organised in three parts that interprets the arise of the strips and 

gardens on the façade.  
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14. layering function mixer 
by ivan alvarez leon, ana filipa pedroso, regina gonzales 

moral, martha pimentel

In this proposal the high-rise building is the ending point of a 

horizontal linear band that begins at the intersection between the 

railway tracks and the main traffic road. This band develops along 

the road; then embraces the area of the Beursgebouw and creates an 

inner court with a private atmosphere. Finally, it folds up in a layered, 

multifunction high-rise building. This is conceived as an alternate 

system of solid zones, with layered and fixed programs (housing, 

offices,..) and voids for public activities. The latter have the form 

of ‘organic masses’ that float in the public voids and are connected 

through a fast lift.

15. tornado building 
by katherine gill, maria grazia cantanna, ramona jenss

It is a spiralling system fed with the multiple dynamics of the site. The 

apparent independent flow of people and activities are attracted by a 

centrifugal force that melts them and generates a twisted high-rise 

building. While rotating it forms a cavity, whose walls contain the 

most private programs of the building. Large activities (auditorium, 

theatre,..) are partially laid underground and represent the starting 

point for the vertical axis around which the tornado building pivots. 

12. relating inlay 
by esther berkhoff, sara jenner, emily hahn

The design is a prototype for an urban strategy that can be applied 

along the side areas between highways (or train tracks) and the 

urban fabric. In these left-over zones the proposal includes a 

connecting platform, which is inlaid and matches the identity and 

shape of the existing context. This surface is an additional level of 

public open space offered to the city and its repeated pattern along 

the infrastructures defines a green belt for the city itself.

This plane is punctuated with several high-rises, with different 

programs and of various heights, which create the vertical 

connections among the street levels and activities within the 

buildings. 

13. connecting platforms      
by bernard van jaarsveld, vanessa lacaille, nuria ripoll, 

ricardo mendonça esteves pinto

The design emphasis the existing height differences and layers of 

the site. It proposes a series of horizontal platforms, which size and 

height is determined by the space in-between the existing buildings. 

These platforms are light-material shelters, or roofs for beneath 

public activities, or paving treatments that lead to the high-rise 

building. Then the public access to it is dislocated at different levels 

and this activates a continue circuit of movements. Vertically, one 

of the platforms becomes the structural wall of the high-rise. It is a 

thick and closed facade that overlooks to the outskirts of Eindhoven. 

Toward the inner city, the high-rise reveals to the outside its 

programs, which are distributed on open/flexible surfaces (levels).
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installation

design by ivan alvarez leon, ana filipa pedroso, 

regina gonzales moral, martha pimentel
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16. urban package 

by andreas morf, beat burgmeier, natalia cturtnickova, tereza 

dvorakova 

This proposal is a reaction to the horizontal and low density growth 

of Eindhoven, whose inner city centre tends to loose importance.

Urban package design proposes four high-rise buildings emerging 

from a thick urban platform. This is the site lobby that integrates the 

high-rise buildings with the surroundings and connects the different 

city levels. The streams of public and programs (leisure, cultural, 

commercial and residential) that move from the city centre to the 

site define the position and the size of the ‘footprint’ of each high-

rise building.

The high-rises go up independently from the street level but, while 

rising, they reach a ‘uniting’ point thus forming a four-storey theme 

lobby. This is laid out as a continuous path that connects fixed and 

temporary programs overlooking the city. Finally, the high-rises 

develop again independently and have private programs. All high-

rises are topped with a sky lobby. 
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